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Wiki race wikipedia game

It allows you to instantly win the Wiki GameJust go to the Wikipedia game speed race, press the button, and immediately reach the finish line! Weitere InformationenVersion: 1.0.1Aktualisiert: 13. April 2014Größe: 479KiBSprache: English (United States) Funny game It has been suggested that this page will be merged
with Wikipedia:Wikirace. (Discuss) According to the 2007 census (INE), the city has a city of 1,000 inhabitants. It only requires a computer, Internet access, a web browser and (optionally) a time-keeping device to play with. Target players (one or more) start in the same randomly selected article, and must navigate to
another destination article shortlist, just by clicking on links within each article. The goal is to reach the target article in the least clicks (articles), or the shortest time. The single-player wiki game, known as Wikirace, Wikispeedia, WikiLadders, WikiClick, or WikiWhack, involves reducing the previous time or the number of
clicks. Settings Use the random article link in the navigation box, or have someone else (see Procedure 1 for more information) select two random articles. One is the startup article and the other is the target article. Browse the browsers of all players in the startup article. Purges the history folder of web browsers.
Procedures Random selection of pages must be performed by someone other than the player, i.e. an impartial supervisor (i.e. referee) or an opponent. It should be noted that the latter option tends to generate a fun competitiveness among players, where a player tries to choose the most random wiki-links (read:
tangential) for his opponent. A close count of the number of clicks used by a player must be kept; all selections must be counted. Whoever has the least clicks wins. Browser history can be used to determine the number of articles/clicks. A round in the Wiki Game can be played on a computer terminal, where players take
turns, or on multiple computers simultaneously. In the latter option, a session begins immediately after everyone loads their random homepage and ends when the last person returns to their Homing page. NOTE: It is our experience that rounds with a session made up of several people require both referees and
cooperation between opponents to ensure that all are treated fairly. After each round, the web browser history folder must be purged. The game can also be played by seeing who can reach the designated page first, regardless of the number of clicks. Variations If one ever tires of the traditional version of Wikiracing,
several variations of the game have emerged, created to season things or otherwise raise the stakes. '2-player Challenge': The of the Wikipedia game where two people take it in turns to ask the other to navigate between two pages of their for example, from Teletubbies to noodles. The number of clicks taken is counted,
and once one player has completed the challenge, it sets the other a challenge of their own. The winner is the person who completes the game in the least clicks. '5-Clicks-to-Jesus': A form of Wikiracing that mimics golf, the challenge in this version is to get from a random article to Jesus' entry in as few clicks as
possible. Getting to the article in five clicks is considered 'par', with clicks plus or minus five known as 'bogeys' and 'birdies' respectively. Players can play the course (with the goal of 'par' or better) or as a competition. In the latter case, players start from the same random articles and add their score between rounds. The
lowest score wins. Time trial: instead of using the click rules, the winner can be determined by who gets to the Homing Page in the shortest time. This is easier with two parallel machines, although it should be noted that they should have equivalent Internet connections. One-Can't-Go rule: Essentially, if you are in a
doomed scenario (i.e. stumbling upon a wiki-links) you are allowed to use one of the category links at the bottom of an entry (e.g. 1904 deaths or philosophy). Each player can only use this option once though, so they use it wisely. 'Clicks to Hitler' Is believed to be the original form of 'The Wikipedia Game', the goal is to
start by selecting the link 'Random Article'. From there you look at the selected article and click on the links in the main body of the article that are believed to lead to adolf Hitler's article. Two players or more can play and count the number of items it takes to reach Adolf Hitler. The person who arrives with fewer items
wins. Wikiracing Wikispeedia websites is an implementation of the Wiki Game for the additional purpose of using data collected in an artificial intelligence program that automatically learns common sense knowledge. The Wikipedia Game is a version of the game where the player has 2 minutes and 30 seconds to get
from one website to another. Then average the number of clicks and the time it takes to get to the finish page. The player with the best averages wins. The online player with the most victories is shown as the leader. Although it has a sign-in feature, you don't need to sign in. It will give a player without a username a
random name upon arrival on the website. It is an implementation of Alex Clemesha that offers variations called Speedrace, Least Clicks, 6 degrees, Find Jesus in 5, and No using 'United States'. Wikipedia Maze was a version of the game that awarded points and badges both to create and solve puzzles. Every time a
user solved a puzzle, they awarded points based on the average number of clicks it took to solve the puzzle. The harder the puzzle, the bigger the who were awarded. Each puzzle could be voted up or down by other players, based on whether they liked it or not, which awarded points to the creator. Players were also
awarded badges to reach certain milestones. The site is now gone and its domain url took over and became a redirect to a malware site. The Don'ts Except when otherwise stated, any player who breaks these rules automatically loses the game. Do not use the Wiki search box. DO NOT use any of the links outside of
the page contents. The contents of a page are delimited by gray lines that are crossed to make the page box. DO NOT click (for example) Help, Donations, Related Changes, Category:... Etc. DO NOT visit external websites. You must stay within the bounds of Wikipedia. DO NOT use the backspace or back arrow to
return to a previous page. The story is bunk in the Wiki Game (unless a referee or an opponent demands a recount). Don't click on dates, for example, 2001, as these pages are too broad to pose a challenge. DO NOT use automated search tools to find a way for you. DO NOT edit the home page to insert a link to the
homepage. DO NOT use your browser's address bar to manually navigate to the destination article. Wikispeedia External Links - An implementation for research purposes. The Wikipedia Game - A free version of several players. Wikipedia Maze Archive. Wikipedia Maze was once another version of the game, but the
abandoned domain url now redirects to a malware site. The wiki game. A version equipped with classifications and leaderboards. Wikibattle file. Open source support hosted by Github Pages. Supports playing against a random friend or opponent. Retrieved from it has been suggested that this page will be merged into
wikipedia:Wiki Game. (Discuss) You may be looking for our Wikiracing article. See also: Wikipedia:Wikipedia Games WP:RACE redirects here. You can search for WP:WikiProject Anthropology, WP:WikiProject Sociology, or WP:Race and ethnicity. ShortcutWP:RACE A Wikirace (IPA: /ˈwˈ.ki.rɛːs/) is a race among any
number of participants, using links to travel from one Wikipedia page to another. The first person to reach the landing page, or the person who arrives at the destination using fewer links, wins the race. Intermediate pages may also be required. Like Wikirace on Wikirace, first select a page outside the top of your head.
Using a random page works well as the featured article of the day. This will be your homepage. In choose a landing page. In general, this landing page is something very unrelated to the homepage. For example, moving from apple to orange wouldn't be a challenge, as it would simply start on the Apple page, click on a
wiki link to the fruit and then proceed to orange. A Race of Jesus Christ on the Metro it would be more of a challenge, though. For a true test of skill, try Roman Colosseum in spelling projection if you want a very, very difficult game. Once you're selected a homepage and landing page, the race starts and the first person
to reach the landing page wins. Finally, runners are usually located in the same room, to make sure no one has cheated. Wikiracs are common in classroom environments where children are bored. Rules Obviously, editing the homepage to have a link to the landing page is not allowed. This not only defeats the point of
the race, but will jeopardize the integrity of Wikipedia and anger Wikipedia users. In general, the game aims to make use of the consumer version of Wikipedia (i.e. articles in the main space). This means that user pages and talk pages are generally not allowed. Navigation, Interaction, or Toolbox links are not allowed (to
the left of the website in desktop browsers). A player may not use the Special:AllPages page to find the landing page directly. The median household income was allowed to be 30,000 inhabitants. Optional rules Make sure all participants know which optional rules (if any) are used before the race begins. Players cannot
use a browser's Search (ctrl-F) function. Players can't use the Back button or any other feature in their browser that allows them to view a Wikipedia article, and then go back to the previous page if they don't find the link they were hoping for. Some games allow the use of the Back button, but count this as a clicked link.
The Categories bar may not be used. You can't use See links as well. The United States page or similar massive portals (e.g. geographic locations) can be disallowed for the additional challenge Good Dab landing pages (dance) – Almost impossible. Bongbong Marcos - Only accessible from a certain dictator. Mystery
Seeker – Very, very hard to find. Found by pixar1995 on 12/10/19 and by Brotato The Great on 24/8/20. Charlotte Dacre – Various links, but they are almost every year! Goderich Airport – Almost impossible, it requires going completely off topic, or using some crazy wiki geography skills, scanning through Ontario.
Mashimaro - Very difficult to find, especially since all the obvious topics are not linked to it. Mother's insult - Almost impossible. Communism – You must bounce between obvious pages to find! Keyhole – Looks pretty easy at first glance, but not linked to anything obvious. Utility stick – You have almost no links to it, but it
is possible. Preparation H - Avoid research in very public places. Hot pockets - Very hard, actually. IAR Systems – Almost impossible as there are almost no links to it. bananaman - yes he speaks for himself. Leawarra Train Station, Melbourne - Go try this one, I think it's almost impossible! Fu Manchu – Not impossible,
but very difficult without using back arrows. on the back. flop - Not impossible, but very difficult. OtterBox - Not impossible, but obvious clues don't come out bingo - It's not easy for newbies, but it's for experts. Breadcrumbs - Not impossible, but harder than you think. Daniel L. Smith-Christopher - Most obvious tracks
don't seem to work, but it's possible. Altoids - Average time: 5 minutes. Gurn – At least 12 known links, extremely hard. Ingered nail - Very difficult images, many disgusting. Tinder - Almost impossible. Bell - Harder than you think. S'well – It has very few useful links. TLR10 - Good luck. Wikipedia:Wikirace - Only twelve
times documented! (Hall of Fame: Neatski, Glm705, One in a Zillion, 4thfounder, ThatGuy, New Shifter, kidneys3, Elitemagikarp, Maxio68, STAPVARS, Pixar1995, and Brotato The Great) Home Depot - Slightly difficult. Hello Kitty - Believed to be difficult,[according to whom?] but an easy route for experts. Topit – Almost
impossible, only 2 known links (excluding this one). Kittredge (name) – Virtually impossible, there is only 1 link to this page. It is in the See also section of Kittridge, which is also a page with only 1 link to it. Touhou Project – Good luck, it's slightly difficult, as the only links are within Japan. SCP Foundation – Just a few
work links! Newton's cradle - Harder than you think; many obvious first steps require additional creativity to come to a conclusion. Really fun because there are multiple completely different angles from which you can approach! Timeline of historical geopolitical changes – Even the most intuitive routes take time.
Revolution – So many different pages link here, if you're imaginative, any starting page could probably come across different better paths. Pi Day - The holidays of March 14th. Spork - You know what it is, but how easy is it to get there? Guardiola – Some different creative ways to get to this one. Count Dracula Easy
pages Jesus Dictators are easily accessible from the page of their country. The country page is accessible from its continent, which can be found from the Continent page. Athletes, teams and events (such as Johnny Damon, Chicago Blackhawks or the Super Bowl) are incredibly easy to access, taking almost any link
that has a connection to the United States. From the United States there is a section on sports, and many popular sports are accessible from there. Music bands, artists and albums are easily accessed through the use of the United States. There are links that lead to the music section of the music section of the page,
and all imaginable genres/subgenres are on this page. Countries Most countries can easily be found to reach any section of foreign relations in another country. Can countries based on the external relations of this country. EU, UN, etc. Alternative: Dot-based Rules (Wik Separator Grades) This version is designed to be
played through the message or email pane. Start at parent Your starting point on this page is the first link to the first news in The News. Its endpoint is the first link in today's featured article. Starting with your initial link, you need to browse wikipedia links in order to get to today's featured article. There are no editing
pages to help your breakthrough for this or future contests (although pages can always be edited for content when needed). There are no binding years. 5 points are added for each page that you link beyond the first page and do not count the final page (so each page in between is 5 points). 25 points are added to return
to a previously viewed page, either through backspace space or the series of links. Based on one point per minute, add the total time that took you to the full point. Fewer points wins. (NOTE: Publish your initial link and your total points. The individual with the fewer points will publish their links afterwards for validation.)
There is another type of game called Five Clicks on Jesus where each player must link to the article of Jesus Christ following the standard rules of wikirace. Wikiracing strategies typically consist of two different strategies (not including random click). The first method is called the Door or Portal method. When using the
Gateway method, one tries to locate a link to an article with a wide range of possible wiki links contained in it. For example, the article about the United States is a good gateway, as it has several wiki links that can help you redirect to a new article that is somewhat relative to what you're looking for. The second, and most
popular, method is called the background method. In this method, apply all the knowledge of the article you are looking for to find relative links. For example, if one was looking for Walt Disney, knowing where he was born (as background information) could help find more items to look for that, in turn, would lead to his
designated page. The disambiguation path is based on the landing page that has multiple meanings or interpretations. For example, a race per fan might have different routes, either looking for someone who has an intense appreciation for something or someone or a device to shake or move air or other gas and then



use the disambiguate function to choose the correct page. Helper Pages Continent - you can take you anywhere in the world! Adolf Hitler, linked from Germany. You can come up with almost any race-related topic in this way. United States of America – It will take you anywhere inside it! Wikiracerace websites A playable
game version in 10 European languages. Wikipedia Game Online, various players game with free game, offline necessary. Time-based races. WikiPaths, New is a Greasemonkey Firefox extension that allows users to start a new game while browsing Wikipedia directly. Wikispeedia is an implementation of the game with
additional research data collected in an artificial intelligence program that automatically learns common sense knowledge. Frozen in a 2007 version of Wikipedia. Wiki Game - An Android version for Wiki Game. WikiRacer.io – Race your friends in a unique version of this classic game recovered from
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